commitment to disability culture and aesthetics is a defining principle. In my solo practice and in my work with Kinetic Light, access, in all its complexities, is an aesthetic in the work itself as well as a way of building a relationship with our audience. It is an invitation to relationship, not a checklist of things to be done. We immerse ourselves in the tensions of complex accessibility and the ongoing necessity of our own learning, while recognizing the potential for field-wide change and accepting the ramifications of pushing such work forward in the field of dance. I believe in the ideals of disability justice, as articulated by Patty Berne, Mia Mingus, and the Sins Invalid collective.
That said, I find myself reluctant to commit unreservedly to crip technoscience as a name for what I do. My work engages technology, but it also is dedicated to intersectional disability culture and aesthetics. I think of cultural-aesthetic technoscience as a way of naming a practice that is rooted in and speaks to the ideas and work of other disabled culture makers.
I make art where disability, in its many manifestations, is sometimes the content and always the aesthetic. I see technology not as a device or product, but as a body of knowledge (scientia) and a way of producing, developing, sharing, and accessing it (techne) that are held both individually and in community. This retro scholarly move of using definitions decenters acknowledged academic fields of science and technology, places disability culture and aesthetics in the center of scholarly conversations about access, disability identity, politics, and technology, and opens a space for the expert embodied cultural and aesthetic wisdoms that technoscience all too frequently moves to the margins. 1 For this essay, I choose a presentation of two moving pictures: one on technology and embodiment and the other on dance, access, and architecture. Alison Kafer (personal communication, August 30, 2018) challenges me to consider the form of this essay, provoking me to view disability, race, and gender as lenses on linear, purposeful academic argument. The passage from one section to the other is a conceptual bridge: a discussion of the GIF, a literal moving image, as an access practice in itself. This transition functions as a liminal space, a place where the values of sections one and two can be examined. The crutch and chair form is clearly an artistically designed bodyemerging from disability culture and aesthetics-not because no one is born into a chair and crutches, but because in the world of impairment functional design no one needs both kinds of mobility technologies at once. In fact, this doubling of technology rather denies its functional purpose in that it significantly restricts movement. In this form, mine is a disabled body disarticulated from medical need. Countering the normative and medicalized understanding of the relationships between design, technology, and movement, this body is supplicant only to desire and a simultaneous urge to revel in the excess of disability. The alien use of crutch technology caused one audience member to approach me after a performance saying that I should be in a movie as a "trained assassin." I must have looked confused; she continued, explaining that I handled "those pipes so well." The "pipes," I responded, were in fact crutches. Unshaken, she replied that she would "pay to see a movie in 
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Named by Sara Hendren (n.d.) as one of Galileo's simple machines (the inclined plane), the ramp is an overlooked technology now often dedicated to facilitating the transition between one level and the next without the use of a step. Richly present in architecture from Ancient Greece to twentiethcentury modern, interior and exterior ramps gracefully circled buildings and smoothed the passage from one part of a building to another…until they became accessibility ramps, designed for wheelchair users.
Suddenly, these desirable, central architectural features were hidden behind walls, moved to the back of buildings, fabricated cheaply without much regard for the equality of user experience, and designed with little or no attention to aesthetics or pleasure of use. Yes, they ensured our entrances and exits, but they isolated us, denied us the company of our lovers and friends, and robbed us of the very pleasures that wheels offer: the joy of the freedom of a descent and pleasure in the labor of ascent. The very movement vocabulary of DESCENT is created by the interaction of wheels, ramp, and physics of momentum. Again, disability art emerges from the gap of literal and figurative. Modern dancers repeatedly call the floor a partner, but the artistic reality of that fact usually does not manifest in their work. The DESCENT ramp is an active partner in the dance: its slopes and curves render the dancers utterly vulnerable to gravity. The dancers use momentum and torque to create new lifts and moves; the ramp's slopes teach us new techniques, challenging the "pedestrian" practice of wheeling on the flats, at once penetrating the horizon/glass ceiling of wheeled movement for dancers and expanding our community's knowledge of how wheels work. 7 DESCENT imagines the ramp as an art object immersed in disability culture rather than as a tool that serves or assists disabled people; it interprets disability culture as art, and the technologies of wheelchair and ramp become aesthetic in their own right. This is cultural-aesthetic disability technoscience. 
Notes
1 While my academic training is in Medieval Studies, my point here is not to assert the primacy of philology, but to allow etymology to make an intervention. That said, studying usage is an important part of my artistic practice: the gaps between contemporary usage, traces of historical record, morphology, and etymology often reveal critical insights that I then use to frame my movement.
2 Where Good Souls Fear and Doors, my other piece in this form, are connected to disability dance, aesthetic, and cultural histories in particular through the work of Lisa Bufano (1972 Bufano ( -2013 . In One Breath Is an Ocean for a Wooden Heart, Bufano and Sonsheree Giles push the notion of prosthetic legs by dancing on four twenty-eight-inch wooden stilts. Bufano describes the stilts as "tools," but the dance reveals how tools become body.
7 Pedestrian here is both ironic and a term of art in the dance world for contemporary movement practices that emphasize everyday "untrained" movement. I use it with keen awareness that while interest in "pedestrian" movement allowed disabled dancers to enter the studio, that interest also limits contemporary understandings of what disabled dancers can do. Our untrained and, to the mainstream, untrainable bodies revealed new movement and possibilities that some dancers have eagerly welcomed. At the same time, this acceptance of everyday movement has led to the assumption that disabled dancers cannot be trained. I do not believe that disabled dancers cannot be trained; I believe the mainstream dance world has yet to perform the rigorous examination of its training principles and techniques that would enable a disabled dancer to succeed. and conceptual -is fundamental to the conceptualization of civic life. An award-winning choreographer, Alice creates movement that challenges conventional understandings of disabled and dancing bodies by intentionally engaging intersectional disability arts, culture and history.
